
 

 

 
 

BVA position on the use and sale of 
fireworks 

Executive summary 

BVA supports further restrictions on the use and sale fireworks to safeguard animal health and 
welfare.  
 
Under the UK Animal Welfare Acts1,2,3 humans responsible for animals must ensure that the animals 
under their care are protected from pain, suffering, injury and disease. This includes protecting 
animals from pain, suffering or injury that may be caused by the use of fireworks.  
 
Loud and high-pitched fireworks can have a negative impact on animal health and welfare by causing 
stress or fear responses across a range of species, including companion animals, wildlife, horses, 
livestock and zoo animals.4,5,6,7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,18 We therefore consider that current controls 
on the use and sale of fireworks, as well as controls to mitigate noise levels, do not go far enough to 
adequately safeguard the health and welfare of animals in the UK.  
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With this in mind, our specific recommendations to improve protections for animal health and welfare 
are set out below: 

Recommendation 1: The government should reduce the maximum permitted noise of 
fireworks intended for public sale to 97 decibels with a 15-metre safety distance. 

Recommendation 2: Private firework displays should be limited to using fireworks with a 
maximum permitted noise level of 97-decibels with a 15-metre safety distance, in line with our 
recommendation to limit the noise levels of fireworks intended for public sale. 

Recommendation 3: Fireworks should be clearly labelled to indicate their noise level to the 
consumer eg. ‘low noise firework’ or ‘loud noise firework – risk to animal welfare’. This would 
enable consumers to exercise an informed choice as to the types of firework they are buying if 
they wish to minimise the potential negative noise impact of fireworks on animal health and 
welfare. 

Recommendation 4: The government should restrict the private use of fireworks to agreed 
traditional dates and the weekend closest to which these dates fall eg. Bonfire Night (5 
November), New Year, Chinese New Year, Diwali. This would bring controls on use in line with 
controls on sale, which requires retailers to have a licence to sell fireworks outside of these 
traditional dates.  

Recommendation 5: The current permitted period for sales of fireworks without a license 
around 5 November (Bonfire Night) should be restricted, similar to those for other traditional 
dates set out in fireworks legislation.   

Recommendation 6: All public displays and organised events using fireworks should be 
required to be licensed by the relevant authority.  

Recommendation 7: Conditions of a public display or organised event license should stipulate 
that license holders are required to give advance notice of the display to all local residents 
with the option for local residents to appeal against the display or event.   

Recommendation 8: Conditions of a public display or event license should stipulate that the 
license holder must pay due regard to how their firework display may impact on companion 
animals, wildlife, horses and livestock in the local area, as well as how they are going to 
dispose of debris and remnants of fireworks. 

Recommendation 9: The government should improve public awareness of the potential 
negative impact of fireworks on animal health and welfare and how to mitigate these by 
disseminating messaging through its communications channels, particularly around the 
traditional dates when fireworks are used eg. Bonfire Night (5 November), New Year, Chinese 
New Year, Diwali.  

Recommendation 10: Government guidance on the responsible use of fireworks should 
highlight the potential negative impact of fireworks on animal health and welfare, as well as 
the importance of safe disposal of the debris and remnants of fireworks, as a key area for 
event organisers to consider in their planning of displays eg. in the Department for 
Communities and Local Government document Celebrating with bonfires and fireworks: a 
community guide to organising bonfires and fireworks 

Recommendation 11: Owners and animal keepers who are concerned about potential fear or 
stress responses in their animals to consult with their veterinary surgeon, if possible well in 
advance of firework displays. 

Recommendation 12: Veterinary surgeons should advise evidence-based management and 
therapies for fear responses to fireworks to improve the welfare of the animals under their 

care.  

Recommendation 13: Veterinary associations and animal welfare organisations should 
continue to issue timely advice to animal owners on how to prepare their pets for firework 
displays and prevent or manage possible distress.  
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